Installation Instructions for Engineered Wood Flooring
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENTIERTY BEFORE BEGINNING
THE INSTALLATION.
Installer’s / Owners Responsibility
As a natural product, hardwood contains inherent variations in color, grain and
appearance and other visual imperfections. Naturale Elegance Flooring is manufactured
in accordance with industry standards which permit a defect tolerance not to exceed
5%. These defects may be the result of manufacturing or naturally occurring
characteristics of the material. It is recommended that a 5% cutting or grading
allowance be added to the total sq footage when calculating the quantity of the flooring
required.
It is the sole and joint responsibility of the installer and owner to conduct a quality
inspection of all the flooring prior to installation. All pieces of flooring should be
examined for quality of manufacture, finish and color. If the product quality is deemed
unacceptable, it should not be installed. Flooring that has been installed will be deemed
to have been inspected and accepted by the installer and owner.
It is the sole responsibility of the flooring installer to ensure that the job site, subfloor
and installation tools and materials meet or exceed industry standards. Naturale
Elegance voids all responsibility for problems arising from incorrect or improper site
preparations or installations procedures.

Site Preparation:
Prior to installing a wood floor, make sure of the following:
 The building is completely enclosed with all outside doors and windows in place
and secured.
 All concrete, masonry, plastering, drywall, texturing, painting and other wet work
is complete and has been allowed to cure and dry completely.
 Basements and crawlspaces are dry. Crawlspaces must have no standing water
and have a vapor barrier installed in accordance with local building codes.
 Exterior surface drainage is directing water away from the house.
 Interior heat and humidity levels can be controlled and maintained at
recommended levels for the duration of the acclimatization and installation
period.
 Sub-floor is properly prepared for installation.
 Radiant heat must tested and in operation for a few weeks, glue down installation
is the only recommended method over radiant heat.
Flooring Acclimatization and Climate Control
Climate control at the job site must be maintained with the temperature between 6872°F and humidity at 35-55% before and during the installation. These conditions
should be maintained for the one week prior to installation.
Flooring material should not be delivered to job site until the site has been acclimatized
as detailed above. After delivery, the flooring must be allowed to acclimatize on the job
site for 72 hrs prior to installation. Do not open packages during the acclimatization
period; leave boxes sealed until ready to start installation, and then only as needed.
Subfloor Preparation
The installer and customer are jointly and solely responsible for ensuring that the
subfloor is suitable for the flooring application and properly prepared for installation.
All sub-floors must be clean, dry structurally sound and flat to within 1/8” in 8’. All
subfloors must be tested for moisture content according to NWFA guidelines.
Plywood sub-floors must meet local building code requirements. They must be secure
to the joists, free of squeaks ad protruding fasteners. Subfloor moisture content must
not exceed 12% and the variance in moisture content between the subfloor and the
flooring boards must not exceed 4%.
Expansion Space
Hardwood flooring will expand and contract with changes in ambient temperature and
humidity. To allow for this, during installation leave a ½” expansion space around the
entire perimeter of the floor between the flooring and the walls. Also leave a ½”
expansion space where the flooring will meet and vertical obstacle, such as stairs,
pipes, door sills, tiles, cabinets, etc.

Note: In climates with extreme variations in humidity, it may be necessary to leave a
larger expansion space.
Color Racking & Installation
Real hardwood contains natural color variations, and in any quantity of hardwood
flooring there will be noticeable variations in color between the boards. In order to
prevent color “grouping” in the finished floor, it is recommended that boards be racked
(visually sorted) before installation to create a satisfactory and pleasing color
arrangement. Immediately prior to installation, unpack 4 or 5 cartons to get a sense of
the range of color variation and arrange the boards to achieve a satisfactory
appearance. Leave the rest of the packages sealed and only open them as needed.
When racking, inspect all boards for visible manufacturing defects. Boards with
manufacturing defects in excess of industry standards (5% of total quantity) may be
replaced by the dealer under the terms of the product warranty. Once installed, boards
will be considered to have been accepted by the customer and will not be eligible for
replacement.
After inspecting and racking the boards, set the first row in place with the groove side
facing the wall. For the first one or two rows, proximity to the wall will hinder use of the
nail gun, and these rows will have to be fastened using other tools.
Nail Down Installation
PLEASE NOTE WHEN INSTALLING ½” ENGINERED FLOORING, A MANUAL OR
PNEUMATIC NAIL GUN OR PNEUMATIC STAPLE GUN DESIGNED FOR USE WITH
½” ENGINEERED FLOORING MUST BE USED (ie; Powernail 50P; Powernail 50F).
Ensure plywood sub-floor is suitable and properly prepared. Verify moisture content is
within allowable guidelines. A layer of 15 lb roofing felt or building paper should be laid
over the entire sub-floor to help retard moisture and minimize flooring noise.
Select your starting wall and snap a guideline parallel to it to set your first row. Allow ½”
expansion space along all walls.
Top nail along the length of the board parallel to the starting wall, 1/2" in from the edge
of the board (these nails will be covered with molding). Use a pneumatic finish nailer
with 18 gauge brad nails. Alternatively, drill pilot holes and set 2” finishing nails with a
hammer.
“Blind nail” along tongue edge of the first row using 2” finishing nails driven through the
tongue at a 45° angle. Set nails every 8 to 10 inches along the length. Ensure a nail is
set 2 to 3 inches in from each end of the board, but to prevent splitting do not set nails
less than 2 inches from the end of the board. Countersink the nails to ensure the heads
do not protrude and impede the fit of the tongue and groove joint. At the end of the row,
cut a board to fit, ensuring board length is not less than 8”, and ensure every board is

secured by at least two nails along its tongue edge. Allow 1/2” expansion space to end
wall.
Sort and lay the next row along the first. (You can use the offcut from the first row to
begin the second, if desired.) Stagger all joints by a minimum of 6”. Gently set the
tongue and groove joint by tapping against the tongue side of the new row with a white
rubber mallet or a hammer and wood tapping block. (Never hit the edge of the board
directly with a solid hammer.) Blind nail along the tongue edge as before.
By the third row, you should have room to use the nail or staple gun. Set the joint as
before, and blind nail the row into place using 2” flooring cleats or staples driven through
the tongue at a 45° angle. Space nails every 8” to 10” along the length of the board.
Ensure a nail is placed 2” to 3” from each end of each board, but to prevent splitting do
not set nails less than 2” from the board ends.
Continue with subsequent rows. Do not use boards of less than 8” in length, stagger all
joints by a minimum of 6”, and ensure every board is secured by at least two nails.
Ensure 1/2" expansion space is maintained at all perimeter walls and other vertical
obstacles.
In the last couple of rows, resort to hand nailing as there will not be space to use the
nail gun. Use the same procedure as before, blind nailing through the tongue with 2”
finishing nails. For final row, rip boards to required width (allowing expansion space at
far wall) and top nail into place using a pneumatic finish nailer with 18 gauge brad nails.
Alternatively, drill pilot holes and set 2” finishing nails with a hammer.
Install moldings and transitions as required. Ensure baseboard moldings are affixed to
the wall, not the floor.
The floor may be used immediately.
GLUE DOWN INSTALLATION
Naturale Elegance engineered flooring can be glued directly to concrete sub-floor or
wood sub-floor, on the ground floor and second floor or below grade. Not to be installed
over vinyl. Sub-floor must be clean and free of any wax, paint, oil, etc.
Use a adhesive specially designed for wood flooring installation. Recommend Solvent
or Modified Silane based urethane adhesives: (ie; Taylor MS+, Pallmann P5 or P7.)
Follow the installation procedure recommended by the adhesive manufacturer including
spread rate, trowel size, open time, working time, and flash time as necessary. Spread
the adhesive as instructed up to and along the working line. Use proper cleaners for the
glue type selected to ensure that no glue or adhesive residue is left on the finished
flooring after installation.
Ensure plywood sub-floor is suitable and properly prepared. Verify moisture content is
within allowable guidelines. A layer of 15 lb roofing felt or building paper should be laid
over the entire sub-floor to help retard moisture and minimize flooring noise.

Select your starting wall and snap a guideline parallel to it to set your first row. Allow ½”
expansion space along all walls. Glue the first row in place and spacers against the
wall. Continue installing flooring. Only spread enough glue to install what can be set in
30-45 minutes. Planks can be set directly into wet glue. Work your way out of the room.
Use a 100-150 lb roller to apply pressure and insure good adhesive contact. After
installations, keep the floor free from foot traffic for a minimum of 24 hours.
FLOATING INSTALLATION
Naturale Elegance flooring is suitable for floating installation at any grade level.
Ensure plywood sub-floor is suitable and properly prepared. Verify moisture content is
within allowable guidelines. A layer of 15 lb roofing felt or building paper should be laid
over the entire sub-floor to help retard moisture and minimize flooring noise.
Use a chalk line to trace starting line with 1/2” expansion join at the side and 1/4” at row
ends. Install first plank on starting wall and continue placing expansion spacers every
12” along walls to prevent movement. Apply bead of glue (D3 rated PVA glue) to upper
inside groove. Use pull bar to tighten end joint and knocking block for the side. Once
entire surface is covered, remove the expansion spacers to install moldings to cover
expansion joint. After installations, keep the floor free from foot traffic for a minimum of
24 hours.

Radiant Heat for Engineered Flooring
Naturale Elegance engineered hardwood products can be installed over radiant heat
systems that are approved for specific product. All radiant heat system manufacturer
instructions must be followed.
In addition to specific manufacturer installation instructions Naturale Elegance suggests
the following:
1. A whole house humidification system be installed, functional, and in use prior
to installation throughout the life of the floor.
2. A temperature and relative humidity recording device be installed, functional
and operational throughout the life of the floor.
3. Specific manufacturer installation instructions must be followed precisely. If
manufacturer’s installation instructions do not specifically outline a detail,
default to NWFA installation guidelines on Radiant Heat Installations. (see
NWFA Installation Guidelines; Appendix H).
a. Each manufacturer has different guidelines for maximum subfloor or
surface temperature and range of relative humidity. Note the specific
guidelines and post in home after installation.

Radiant heat subfloor systems are excellent systems designed specifically to have slight
and gradual changes in temperature. A gradual change in temperature of five degrees
should take place over a 24 hour period. Sudden and drastic changes in temperature
and relative humidity can and will have serious consequences to the look and structure
of hardwood flooring. Exposure to temperatures and relative humidity outside of the
specific ranges provided by the manufacturer can and will have similar consequences to
the structure and look of the floor.
Need to Contact Us? You can contact us at:
Naturale Elegance
3000 N 117th Street
Wauwatosa, WI 53222
414-312-8518

